College grads rare in Havasu
Area ranks at bottom of new economic report
By Jackie Leatherman
Sunday, December 20, 2009 7:08 AM MST, Today’s News-Herald
A first-of-its-kind report ranks the Lake Havasu City-Kingman area as 361 out of 363 cities
nationwide for the number of college graduates living here.
The only other cities with fewer college graduates, according to the report, are Odessa, Texas,
and El Centro, Calif., which rank 362 and 363 respectively. The data is based on 2007 U.S.
Census information.
Mohave Community College President Michael Kearns said the ranking was actually “higher
than I thought it would be.”
“I know this area does not have a lot of college graduates,” he said. “We knew that. And we
really are at the very bottom in that regard.”
But unfortunately, the number of college graduates living here isn’t the only economic
benchmark where the area is ranking at the bottom, according to the report.
The Brookings Institution, a nonprofit public policy organization, partnered with the University
of Nevada at Las Vegas to produce an economic snapshot of metro areas in six western mountain
states: Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico and Utah.
The Mountain Monitor, released Dec. 15, compared economic recession and recovery data from
major metropolitan areas in the six-state region to 100 similar areas nationwide.
The report also compared 17 smaller metropolitan areas in the mountain states stretching from
Las Cruces, N.M. — including Lake Havasu City-Kingman — to Spokane, Wash.
This area ranked dead last in employment loss after a 16 percent drop in the number of people
employed here from the spring 2006 through the summer 2009, according to the report.
Pueblo, Colo., was least impacted during roughly the same time period experiencing only a 3.1
percent decrease in the number of people employed there.
Lake Havasu City-Kingman tied with Yuma also for the last spot when it came to the decrease in
the value of goods and services produced in the areas during that time.
Both areas experienced a 10.3 percent decrease, according to the report, compared to Las Cruces,
N.M., which remained steady during that time with no reported value losses or gains in goods
and services produced there.

This area tied Prescott for the 15th spot out of the 17 metro areas for the largest decrease in home
values from the summer 2008 to summer 2009.
Jonathan Rothwell, a senior research analyst with The Brookings Institution, said researchers
found that the more the areas relied on construction jobs, the heavier they were hit by the
economic downturn.
“The more jobs the places had in those industries, the worse off it would later become,” he said.
“Lake Havasu City is extremely concentrated in those industries leading up to the recession.
You’ve seen some big declines since then. The other problem it had was a lack of college
graduates.”
Rothwell said 15.4 percent of the areas jobs were concentrated in construction or real estate, and
if it weren’t for the health care industry here, “it would have been a lot worse.”
Rothwell said the project partially came about because the “more interesting areas in metro
populations” during the recession during the past few years have been within the six states.
“It’s just a fascinating area and just the abruptness of the downturn during the recession is
something that needs to be talked about in order to help mitigate it and help learn lessons from
(it).”
To read or view the full report, go to:
www.brookings.edu/reports/2009/1215_mountain_monitor.aspx
You may contact the reporter at jleatherman@havasunews.com.
http://www.havasunews.com/articles/2009/12/20/news/doc4b2dae5a89a87148872130.txt
Reader Comments
The following are comments from the readers. In no way do they represent the view of
havasunews.com.
Reader Comments

schoolgrades wrote on Dec 21, 2009 12:01 PM:
" I find this ranking hard to believe. Wouldn't everyone in the Health Care industry has a
college degree. I guess a certificate as a realtor doesn't count. And there are a lot of us
College Grads that work from home here in Havasu. As for McDonald's and places like
that; it is a job opportuniy for High School kids and drop-outs. As for the kids who get
their 4 year degree they usually move to where their job takes them. "

azalum wrote on Dec 21, 2009 11:19 AM:

" I went off to college and returned with my degree to help better the community I grew
up in... People are trying to make it a better place. "

Had it with Havasu wrote on Dec 21, 2009 10:40 AM:
" jj, you're absolutely right about the smoke screen the city bobble heads attempt to hide
behind as they continue to sell the city down the river.
I wouldn't say that basic economics is behind the collapse of the city or the state or the
federal government. It is all due to greed over civic duty and civic responsibility.
RE: College degrees...
Your overly simplistic synopsis of any individuals level of education is misdirected.
College education in no way guarantees anything at all.
A good friend of mine, exceptionally talented, fluent in German and Japanese in
addition to her native Michigan English hasn't been able to get a job at Starbucks let
alone in her chosen profession, despite a spectacular resume and employment history.
That is a very familiar story regardless of education.
Me? My education has less to do with my secular success than the practical knowledge
and principled decorum I gained as a child. Standing on that foundation everything else
has fallen into place. At the same time I am a career student. My education will never be
complete. Beyond all that, I am amazed at the projects I am pulled into and the
treatment I receive from truly exceptional people.
As so many here like to point at the public servants involved in fire and police service as
examples, how many of them are inducted prior to college? Many do attend classes
once established though. How about our armed forces? How about the Hollywood stars
and our nations athletes who seem to be the role models for our educationally
challenged and morally bankrupt youth.
In summation, the difference we can make in public K-12 schools is where the future
lies as that is where all the impressionable minds are. An educated administration full of
master's and phd's hasn't accomplished anything of value for the educational system,
anywhere. In fact, those are the people who have set the stage for the mess we have
today. "

azgirl28 wrote on Dec 21, 2009 9:12 AM:
" I have a B.A. and I had to go to work at Kmart after I lost my job due to the company
closing. When I would go on job interviews, I was consistently told that I was "too
qualified" and was "going to want to much money." Mind you, I never once asked about

pay. I just wanted a job. Thank God for Kmart because I couldn't have paid my bills
otherwise. The sad part in that story is that the city jobs I applied for required only a
GED and were paying more than our teachers get paid here. I know. I'm a former
teacher. "

arizona 5150 wrote on Dec 21, 2009 8:45 AM:
" All over the whole world places like Havasu that have a high religious population,
many places of worship are never high on education. The more educated you are the
less religious your are in most cases. Religious people stop learning and start believing
to fulfill there lives. This is one of the reasons so many only look at every thing on one
side.
They never look at the whole picture. The facts and truth are out there it will take time
and education to find. "

johnjay wrote on Dec 21, 2009 7:20 AM:
" Had it with Havasu,
Those that did not attend college use the once in a blue moon success story to justify
why they didn't put the effort into their school work. Ok, I know someone who didn't
attend college bought a lottery ticket and won $5,000,000, is this an alternative to
college because they were a success? Yes, you can achieve success without higher
education, but the odds are the same as hitting those lottery numbers.
Lake Havasu City is on the verge of collapse, there's no denying that. It's basic
economics, you don't have the tax base to fund your government obligations. Think
about it, your city leaders are calling the new gas station and McDonald's at the end of
town viable job opportunities. Absolutely pathetic. "

LosTacos wrote on Dec 20, 2009 11:24 PM:
" Cal/Hav summed it up well. The Salton Sea was once a Californians Paradise of water
sport recreation and fishing. Havasu's jobs, tourism, and housing market are drying up
like Tilapia on the salt flats of Bombay Beach. Cambell Boats, Magic, several others,
Texaco, most construction companies, Gone. I heard a rumor Sundance will be also
shutting the doors and moving elsewhere. Things are getting worse not better. And the
implications of what will happen if the gov signs the new budget proposal will be
devastating to several state agency's this week. Time to go. The writing is on the wall. "

Had it with Havasu wrote on Dec 20, 2009 9:04 PM:

" Not to excuse Havasu for its overall lack of education but, a lot of college drop-outs
have done ok for themselves. Bill Gates is a good example.
It is interesting to note how many here are self employed and are not counted in a
survey such as this. Add to that the population which is retired or part time residents. I'd
like to see a number that reflects the actual percentage of the population which is
employed. And then lets talk about how such a progressive and young city can be at the
very bottom of the list in terms of jobs and level of education. "

Leslie wrote on Dec 20, 2009 3:20 PM:
" Another proud moment for Lake Havasu City! "

LosTacos wrote on Dec 20, 2009 11:43 AM:
" Yes they are but the jobs/pay that require anything more the a high school/GED I may
even push A.S. are non existent in Havasu. Some managers may have a BS/BA or
masters in business however rare in Havasu as most are family owned locals. It's a
horrible feeling when you apply for a Wal-Mart managers position with an a AAS and
BS, And the manager tells you, "sorry I believe your more qualified then me." I think he
felt threatened by me? And how many are doing menial jobs (that require no college)
unrelated to what they even went to college for? The Economy is crashed. We move to
Havasu for what we were told was a dream job lol and probly (note the longer we are
here the worse my spelling gets hahaha but hey who needs an education in Havasu?
next they will close the High Scool because the locals voted down education hmmmm)
be in the unemployment line by next week. Lovely! Merry Christmas "

resident wrote on Dec 20, 2009 11:13 AM:
" sounds like the PED is ready to ask for some money soon... "

cal/hav wrote on Dec 20, 2009 10:35 AM:
" And still there will be those that say that the problems Havasu are everywhere
because of the economy. Havasu the adult Disneyland has gone the way of Salton Sea.
Let turn it around before it truly happens "

! wrote on Dec 20, 2009 9:16 AM:
" To classify Havasu as being part of any "metro area" is misleading to say the least. "

johnjay wrote on Dec 20, 2009 7:50 AM:
" Good news we moved up two positions from the Forbes list, we're making progress. I
think we should give those city leaders and school administrators lots more money, I
see serious improvement here. "
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Nationwide, the recession is technically over. Or at least that is the view of most economists.
They note that real U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) finally expanded in the third quarter of
2009, growing at a 2.8 percent annual rate after four consecutive quarters of contraction. They
point to a significant slowing of job losses in November, rising housing prices, and a slight
downtick in unemployment as other positive signs. Their conclusion: Economic recovery is at
last underway.
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And yet, the pace of renewal seems tentative and its geography patchy. Most notably, the
aggregate national story of recovery and expansion overlooks the fact that just as the American
economy varies from region to region, and metropolitan area to metropolitan area, so does the
recovery.
Consider, for example, the economic landscape of the Intermountain West and its metros, as
depicted in this inaugural edition of the Mountain Monitor—a companion product to Brookings’

national MetroMonitor and a production of the new Brookings Mountain West initiative, a
partnership between Brookings and the University of Nevada at Las Vegas.
Drawing on data covering the third quarter of 2009 (ending in September), the new Monitor
documents that no multistate region has been hit harder by the last year’s economic crisis than
the six-state Intermountain zone.
Across the region, the deflation of a massive housing “bubble,” widespread job losses, and the
onset of a significant public-sector fiscal crisis have wreaked havoc on many communities. In
many Intermountain region locations, the sheer abruptness of the shift from hyper-growth early
in the decade to a severe contraction in the last year has spawned a sense of almost existential
whiplash.
As the findings below highlight, even within the region the effects of the recession and recovery
have not been uniformly felt. Phoenix, Boise, and Las Vegas, for example, remained three of the
most troubled metropolitan areas in the entire nation in the third quarter, with all residing in the
weakest quintile of metros on a combined measure of overall economic performance. Still,
metros like Colorado Springs, Albuquerque, and Denver have only been moderately affected by
the recession and seem poised to renew their upward trajectory as the pace of recovery quickens.
The upshot: While the Intermountain West is an increasingly distinct region in national affairs, it
remains disparate—a still-loosely linked network of individual metropolitan economies, some of
which remain mired in recession and many of which are clearly recovering.
Which is the point of the Mountain Monitor. Designed to serve as a barometer of the health of
the Intermountain West’s metropolitan economies, this Western monitor looks beneath the single
account of the national statistics to draw into clear light the diverse metropolitan landscape of
America’s New Heartland as originally highlighted in the Brookings report “Mountain Megas.”
In this fashion, the Mountain Monitor aims to distinguish the particular contours of the Great
Recession and its aftermath in the Mountain region from those elsewhere, and so contribute to
the region’s growing self-understanding.
To that end, we examine data on employment, unemployment, output, home prices, and
foreclosure rates for the region’s 10 large metropolitan areas, the nation’s 100 largest metros, and
17 smaller metros dispersed around the Intermountain region. This exercise finds that:


In aggregate, the 10 large Intermountain West metros have suffered
disproportionately in the Great Recession compared to the rest of the country and
other large metros. Average percentage job loss for the region’s metro areas ran to 7.0
percent from pre-recession employment peaks through the third quarter of 2009, as
compared to just 4.3 percent for the largest 100 metros across the nation. Gross metropolitan
product (GMP) has also declined more among Mountain West large metros than in the
typical large metro, while home prices have also slid inordinately. On that front, the average
real price of a home in the 10 large metros of the Intermountain region declined by 8.5







percent between the third quarters of 2008 and 2009, compared to the 3 percent average
decline registered in the 100 largest metros nationwide. Put it all together, and the region is
struggling more than most in terms of job loss, loss of output, and declines in housing prices.
Despite that, the aggregate unemployment rate across the 10 big Mountain metros remained
a percentage point lower than that across the largest 100 metros nationally and has not
increased as much during the recession.
In terms of recovery, the region also lags but is largely moving in the same direction
as the rest of the country in that GMP rose from the second quarter to the third in
every metro, though job growth remains elusive. GMP expanded during the third quarter
in every metro, with output growth ranging from Denver’s tepid 0.3 percent increase to
Ogden’s robust 1.7 percent growth. However, employment growth has yet to materialize in
the region. Not one of the largest 10 metros in the region posted employment gains in the
quarter (only 13 major metros did nationally), and in fact job losses proceeded twice as fast
as the national average. Ogden and Phoenix, for example, were hit especially hard with new
job losses of over 1.5 percent in the quarter, and for their part, metropolitan Salt Lake City,
Las Vegas, and Boise each saw employment slide by another point. With that said, nine of
the 10 larger Mountain metros (Ogden was the exception) were losing jobs at a slower rate in
September than they had been in the quarter before. In short, recovery seemed on its way in
September but had not fully begun.
Overall the major metros of the Intermountain West have been registering highly
uneven economic performance even as the nation began an economic recovery. Las
Vegas, Boise, and Phoenix have all seen massive job losses and contend with the highest
unemployment rates in the region, languishing among the bottom quintile among large U.S.
metros in terms of overall performance during the recession. On the more fortunate side,
Colorado Springs and Denver escaped a collapse in housing prices and have seen only
modest increases in unemployment. Albuquerque has maintained its pre-recession level of
output and has lost a smaller share of its jobs than most metros. Colorado Springs and
Ogden, UT, have also weathered the downturn better than the average U.S. metro.
Heavily influencing the region’s below-average aggregate profile on economic
performance is the severe distress afflicting Las Vegas, Phoenix, and Boise—three
metros that have been heavily hit by the collapse of the housing bubble. These
westernmost large metros in the region remain three of the most severely distressed metros
in the nation, and they inordinately define the region’s recession landscape. Each of these
metros has been devastated by the bursting of the housing bubble inflated by years of easy
credit and a proliferation of exotic and usually subprime mortgages. Without these locales’
acute distress, the region would still look hard-hit on employment loss, but it would appear
rather typical on GMP and housing price declines, and it would actually look better than
average on foreclosures. Construction and real estate industry concentration tells the story.
Specifically, the share of employment in the main construction industries and real estate ran
to 13.4 percent of all non-farm jobs in Las Vegas in 2006, and 12.8 percent for both Phoenix
and Boise. By comparison, the average for large metros around the country on this remained
just 8.0 percent, and it was 10 percent for the other Intermountain West metros.







More broadly, metropolitan education levels and concentration in such industries as
health services and related social services seem to have protected some metros from the
worst economic stress. Most notably, those metros with a more educated workforce—such
as Denver and Colorado Springs—have weathered the recession significantly better than
other Mountain metros on almost every measure. High concentrations in health and social
related services have also protected areas against economic decline on a variety of measures,
with Albuquerque and Tucson being indicative. These findings underscore the critical roles
human capital levels and sectoral composition play in regional economic performance.
House prices have not yet stabilized in the Intermountain West, and the region’s
aggregate rate of bank owned properties remains high, although it is highly
concentrated in Las Vegas and Phoenix. To be specific, only metropolitan Denver and
Colorado Springs among the 10 large Mountain West metros had registered slim year-overyear home price increases by the end of the third quarter, while in September the incidence
of real estate-owned (REO) properties remained disturbingly high. On this front, the region’s
aggregate large-metro REO rate (measured in REO properties per 1,000 mortgageable
properties) of 8.15 nearly doubled the large-metro rate nationally. However, it bears noting
that that showing was largely driven by the difficulties of Las Vegas and Phoenix, where the
REO rates continued their upward trend—albeit at a slower rate—to 17.40 and 12.19 REOs
per 1000 properties, respectively, in the third quarter while elsewhere the variation was on a
more moderate plane.
Patterns of recession and recovery among the smaller metropolitan areas of the
region, finally, generally track with those engulfing their larger neighbors. Job losses
and output declines were at once varied and inordinately severe in some of the West’s
smaller places, and unemployment rates continued to trend upwards. On the one hand,
employment and output were off their pre-recession peak only modestly in the third quarter
in places like Fort Collins, CO or Las Cruces, Farmington, and Santa Fe in New Mexico, but
these indicators were hugely diminished in places like Lake Havasu-Kingman, AZ; St.
George, UT; and Reno-Sparks, NV as these metros contended with double-digit losses on
multiple indictors. Here as elsewhere, variations in industry composition and educational
attainment are significantly affecting local performance. Smaller metros that have avoided
the worst dislocations of the Great Recession—such as Las Cruces, Santa Fe, or Fort
Collins—have frequently benefited from high industry concentrations in sectors like medical
services, nursing care, and social assistance, or the arts, as well as high educational
attainment. By contrast, the hardest hit metros have frequently been those most heavily
specialized on real estate, construction, and the building trades (Reno, Prescott, and St.
George) or those with low educational attainment (Lake Havasu, Yuma).

In sum, the arrival of widespread output growth among the metropolitan areas of the
Intermountain West in the third quarter of 2009 reflected the arrival in the region of the nascent
national recovery. However, the strength and durability of the nascent recovery remain uncertain.
Quarterly job gains have yet to materialize, and large inventories of foreclosed homes and vast
differences in performance levels (not to mention a major slump in household consumption and
interstate migration) weigh heavily on the region’s resilience.

These difficulties are going to require patience and creativity and also require that careful
attention be paid in Washington—as Congress and the Obama administration consider new
proposals to improve the nation’s dismal jobs picture—to the particular stamp of the recession in
the metropolitan areas of the Mountain West.
http://www.brookings.edu/reports/2009/1215_mountain_monitor.aspx

